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thvEr, Section A. Linear Measurement -

iv
Part 1. Introducing Height p

Using a Metre Stick to Measure Height

a.

STUDENT WORKBOOK'
Audio Tape ,

NOTE: Following is a key to the length Of the pauses throughout. this Audi.° Tape

PAUSE = 4 second pause * PAUSE * = narrator to allow time for a studerit to repeat
twice the quoted words in capital letters

a

Turnto page 1of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

The size of items we buy or use makes problems for us almost every day. In pik-ture 1., a
woman has found that hei new refrigerator is toa high for the space in her kitchen.

PAUSE

Next to the picture are some words. I'll read them aloud firstt. Sentence 1. says,
"This is too high:"

First listen, then repe t after me.
"THIS IS TOO HIGH!'

PAUSE

* PAUSE,*

In picture 2,, a wo man is checking the height of a refrigerator at/the store. She is using
a metre stick to Ond,the height. Listen first, then say "MEET-ER STICK" after me--"MEET-ER
STICK." . 1 '45

o )

* PAU.SE *

'Next to the picylre iq sentence 2. I'll read it aloud first,

"USe a metre stick to find height."

7'

'First listen, then repeat after me.
'"USE A METRE STICK TO FIND HEIGHT."

I

Turn' to page 2 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

* PAUSE *

PAUSE

Pictur e 3, shows a man measuring the height of a space where he cdans to put d television
set. Firist listen, then say "HITE" after me--"HITE."

f

4

PAUSE

--continued--

THUCENTERFORVOCATIONALEDUCATION
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--continued--

Sentence 3. says, .

"Use a metre stick to fir4 height."

First listen, then repeat after me.
"USE A METRE STICK TO FIND HEIGHT."

4

PAUSE

* PARSE

0

- Picture 4. shows the same man measuring the height of a television set. It is o high
for the space in his home.

geptence 4. says; '

"This is too high'!`

Listen first, then repeat after Te.
"THIS IS TOO HIGH!"

0

f

PAUSE

PAUSE

* PAUSE *

S

ME CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION



LEVEL I -Section A. LineariMeasurement

Part 2. Introducing Width

Using a Metre Stick to Measure Width

o

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape

Turn to page 3 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK..

PAUSE

In picture 5. two friends are finding the hard way how wide a sofa is. It is too wide to
go 'through the door.

Sentence 5. next to the-picture,says,

"The sofa is too wide!"
,0

First listen, then repeat afts4r me.

,. "THE 'SOFA IS TOO WIDE!"

PAUSE

44
PAUSE

* PAUSE *

Picture 6. shows one of the two friends mt.usuring the width of the door. First listen,
then say "WITTH" after me--"WITTH."

* PAUSE lc'

,Sentence 6 next to the-picture says,

"You can find width with a metre stick."

PAUSE,

First listen, then repeat after me.
o

1 "YOU CAN FIND WIDTH WITH A METRE STICK."

* PAUSE *

No.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 1
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LEV1t1 I

0.

Section A. Linear Measurement

Part 3. Introducing Length

Using a MetLe Stick to,Measure Length

-STUDENT WORKBOOK
-Audio Tape

. -

Turn to page 4 o the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

ADAUSE

Picture 7. shows a problem. This man is finding that the length of the car he Just bought
'is too long for'his garage.

PAUSE4.,

The sentences below are questions.
"Is the ca r to long?': "or is the garage too sh ort?"

.

Listen first, then repeat after me.
"IS THE CAR TOO LONG ?''

O
"OR IS THE GARAGE TOO SHORT?"

Turn to page 5 in the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

PAUSE.*

; PAUSE *

PAUS'E'

,
C

0

In picturd B.', a woman has found the length of the curtains she just bought is too shore
for the window.

FAUBE

Sentence.8. says,

"The curtains are too shoit for the window."

' PAUSE

_First listen, then repeat after me.
- "THE CURTAINS ARE TOO SHORT FOR THE'-WINDOW. "

O

*-PAUSE *

In picture 9., the woman ig measuring the length of her window with a metre stick.
Listen first, then say "LENK-TH" after me--"LENK-TH."

,

* PAUSE *

--continued--

THE cENTEA. FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -
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Sentence 9. says,
"When you buy

Listen first. then repeat after me.
"WHEN YOU BUY CURTAIN^,;-FIND THE LEN= OF THE WINDOW FIRST."

grtains, find the length of the window first."

PAUSE

* PAUSE *

Play this tape Over as often a s you need to before gofiag on inet,,e STUDENT WORI.BOOK

9.

.

O

14.

THE CENTS...9 FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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LEVEL I Section A. Linear Me.asurefent STUDENT WORKBOOK.
.

Audio Tape
Part 4. Using a1 Centimetre Ruler to Meastire. .

-b Width

. fl

Turn to page 6 of the.STUDENT WORKBOOK.

In picture IC., a Mother has found her
too small for the width of the shirt.

.PAUSE

son's siiirt doesn't fit.

PAUSE

,Sentence 10. says, .
. .

"The shirt is too wide across the shoulders."

/ ...... ,.

PAUSE

First listen, then repeat after m.
"THE SHIRT IS TOO WIDE ACROSS THE' SHOULDERS."

* PAUSE *

The boy's shoulders are

o

In picture 11., the mother is measuring the width of the oloy': shoulders, She is-
u§ing a centimetre ruler. Listen first, then say "CENTIMETRE RULER'' a.fttet" me --
"CENTIMETRE RULER:"

'' a.

*PAUSE *

Sentence 11. says,
"Use' a centimetre ruler to find width:"

PAUSE.

First listen, then repeat after me.
"USE A CENTIMETRE RULER TO FIND WIDTH."

°

* PAUSE *

.

I

_, -
THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -6-4 0
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LEVEL I Section A., Linear Measurement STUDENT WORKBOOK"

: . .
.

, Audio Tape
. ... 1 - Part 5.. Usiriq a Centimetre Ruler)to. .4 Measure Length

,
. q

"
.

. v.

' *

0.
o .

0

.7 . t)

* 4.

0

Tutn to page 7 of.the STRIDENT WORK1100K.
0

PAUSEf c
In piCture 12., a man is trying on a suit. The sleeves are too long.

4

.:..,
0

Sentence 17. says-,
"The sleeves are too long.". .

First listen, then repeat aftdr me.
"THE SLEEVES ARE TOO LONG."

. . . -

In.picture 13., the sales clerk is
clerk is using a.entimetre rulef.

PAUSE

* PAUSE *

0

c

measuring how much the s/eevNmust be shortened. The

. - IAUSE '
.

.
, . . .

Sentence'13. sa1. , - .
, . ,

"Use a centimetre ruler-to find the right length."

.. V,'

PAUSE

First listen, then repeat after me.
"USE A CENTIMETRE RULER.TO FIND, THE RIGHT LENGTH."4.

* PAUSE *

cr

a

a

a`
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LEVEL I Section A. Linear 'Measurement, STUDENT WORITOOK

.. , b Audio Tppe
Part. 6. Coritrasting a Metre Stick and e.. a

Centimetre Ruler

n
Introdvcing the Symbols m and cm

0'

.... ......... "
.

, '
..

---;

,
.. ,

, ..
,.... ,

I

.Turn to page 8 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

6

, PAUSE ,

-In picture 14., a woman is measuring her Window before buying curtains. She is using a
metre stick. 0 .

PAUSE , t
.

-
,.

.:.'.

In picture 15 a sales clerk is measuripg_bow much to shorten the sleeve
( a cuStomer's,.

.
611it The clerk' is using, a. centimetre !ruler. , ts .

D. "

' PAUSE
.,, ,..._.

. '

4

Looleat. the 'picture of the woman again, picture 14. Sentence 14a. next,to the picture .

says, .,
. .\,

,

"Use a metre stick fc,r large'things."
t.

. ..

0

Listen first, then repeat after me.
"USE A METRE STICK FOR LARGE TH.;NGS,"

RAUSE

* PAUSE e

4 A
Sentence 14b. says.,

"Write the 1etter m for ihe:word metre."

fa
6

PAUSE
;

:Listen first, tbenreP'ilat after me,-
"WRITE THE LETTER m OR THE WORD metre,"

* PAUSE

Look at pictilre 15., Sentence 15a. ,says,
"Use a centimetre ruler for. small thingsSI

*

, ---, PAUSE

\ 0.
r

.

Listen first4, then repeat after. me..
. "'USE 'A CE METRE RULER FOR SMALLeTHI4GS."

* PAUSE *

'S. 'TT

-;.continued--
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..4

6

4

1*

t4Si

enitence 415b. says,

V "Write the letters cri for the word centimetre."

--continued--

,,PAUSE

stem' first, them, repeat after me. \
.-
47

i Y usapITE THE" LETTERS A FOR THE WO centimetre."
,,.

.

* PAUSE *
.).,.

J..

I

"...

7.Z;z: :-..

C
'', CeS.:n time for you to try the metric way of. measuring height, width, and length.

You will find a metre stick and a centimetre ruler in-the classroom and your instructor
'sill explain what you are to' do.

.

lk.

q

PAUSE

-:.Thls',,i:Oleend of -this tape. Now, please turn this tape recorder off.

t.

I

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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LEVEL I Section B. Measurement of Weight

Part 1. Iaroducing the Wor Measure

,

STUDENT wo 11:90

Audio Tapd

Turn to page 17 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

In picture 16., you see a metre stick. A hetre stick is used to find tLejleight, *Ididth,t

or lefigth'of-big things.

PAUSE

\
.Sentence 16. says,

"Use a metre stick to measure large things."

PAU,SE
,": -

1

First listen, then say "MEASURE" after he4-"MEi'.-SURE."

* PAUSE- .

;Listen first, then repeat after me.
"USE:,A METRE STICK TO MEASURE LARGE ,THINGS."

-

* PAUSE *

In picture 17-., you see a centimetreztilpr. A centimetre ruler is used to find the height,
width,-or'length of small things. a .

PAUSE

4

Sentence 17. says,
"Use a centimetre ruler to measure small things."

.0

PAUSE

First listen, then repeat after me. %.

"USE A CENTIMETRE RULER TO MEASURE SMABL THINGS."

Turn to page 18 in the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

a

* PAUSE *

PAUSE

--continued--

o

THECENTERFOOVOCATIONALEDUCATION --10-- 1 4



--c6ntinued--
- , .

.
.,.

In picture 18., you see a scale to weigh things. A scale measures the weight, or the mass,
of something.

4

. '.

1

Sentence 18. says,
"Use a scale to measure,weight."

PAUSE

PAUSE

Listen,first, then repeat after me.
"USEW:,SCALETO MEASURE WEIGHT."

* PAUS *

of

C
c;"..

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION --'11,-1



LEVEL I. Siction B. Measurement of Weight

Part 2. Introducing Weight

Using Scales

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape

a

.Turn.to page 19 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK. CO,

0 PAUSE

In picture 19., a man is standing on a bathroom scale. The scale. shows the man's weight.

The scale shows he is heavier than he would like to'be.

PAUSE

There are three sentences next to picture 19. Sentence pa. says,
. "Don't laugh."

Sentence 19b. says,
"How much do you weigh?"

qentence 19c. says,
- .

"Use a scale to measure weight."

0
PAUSE

First listen to each _sentence, then repeat after me.

"DON'T.LAUGH."

"HOW MUCH:DO YOU WEIGH?"
. .

"USE A SCALE TO MEASURE WEIGHT."

* PAUSE *

.* PAUSE *

* .PAUSE *

In picture 20., a person is weighing a small package fdr mailing at the post office.

PAUSE

tentegce '20.. says,

"Ose-a scale, to find the weight of something."

PAUSE

d)

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION --12--
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-- continued--

:.Listen first, then repeat after me.
"USE A SCALE TO FIND THE WEIGHT OF SOMETHING."

* PAUSE *

Play thiA tape over as often as you need to before going on in the STUDENT. WORKBOOK.

,PAUSE

Y

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
r
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or,
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LEVEL I Section B. Measurement

Part 3. Introducing

of Weight STUDENT woil ono

-Audio Tape
grams and kilograms .

Introducing the.Symdols g and kg

Turn to page 20 oi..the STUDENT WORKBOOK.
O

USE

In picture 21., army recruits are weighing in cln ametric batom scale. there are three
sentences'next- to the picture. Sentence 21a. says,

"MeasUre the-weight of:heaVy things with a kV.ogram scale"
,

.4,

,'; , I
PAUSE ,,,

'iist listen, then repeat after me.
qt."MEAS.URETHE'WEIGHT OF HEAVY THINGS WITH A ICELIOGRAU SCALE."

. /

Sentence 211)-. says,

"A kil4ram scale measures heavy
`10-a ," after me--"KILL-0-GRAM."

things in kilograms." \Listen first then

..* PAUSE*.

,.Listen/first, Olenrepeat the words 'in sentence 21b. after
"A KILOGRAM SCALE MEASURES HEAVY THINGS IN KILOGRAMS.!"

* PAUSE *

Sentence 21c. says,
"Write the letters for the-word kilcgrat

. PAUSE
a

Listen first, then repeat after mp.

"WRITE THE LETTERS _al FOR THE WORD kilogram.

say "KILL-
,

* PAUSE *
-

In picture 22., a farmer is weighing some,vitamin supplement for his pig. He is using a
,gram scale.

PAUSE

There are tpree sentences next to the picture. Sentence 22e. says,
of light things with a_gram scale."

PAUSE
O

--continued-- t

:)
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--c-Vb-orinued--i

Listen first, then repeat after me.

"MEASURE THE WEIGHT OF LIGHT THINGS WITH A GRAM SCALE."

/
Sentence 22b. says,

"A gram scale measures light things in grams." .Listen first, then say after me ,''GRAMS"--/
/ "GRAMS."

* PAUSE *

* PAUSE *

-Listen first, then repeat the words of sentence -22b. after me.
'"A GRAD! SCALE MEASURES LIGHT THINGS IN :GRAMS."

,

* PAUSE*

,Sentence 22c. says, -
o .

. -

"Write the letter g for the word gram."

.
, -

PAUSE

First listen, then repeat after me.
"WRIT? THE LETTER .FOR THE WORD grain."

----* PAUSE-

StOp now ft:s some experiences wi.U_...L.graEns__ancL4d1.e-g.rems to itreasiire weight. Your instructor
-,---,=--w-i-11-exprla-firCh.s a you are to do. -

PAUSE

This is ther.end of this tape. Now, please turn this tape recorder off.

sar

4:s

.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -
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'LEVEL I Section C. Review of Linear ald,Weight
Measuyement, /

;art I. Reviewing Linear Jleasurement

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape .

`Turn to page 25 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK,/

PAUSE

n picture 23., a woman is measuring a refrigerator at the appliance store. There are.
t sentences next to the picture.

PAUSE

--Sentence 23a. says',
.

""Measure big things %,441'1.th.a metre"-stick."

1

z,. PAUSE
. .

.,, . .,
.. _ .

Listen first, then r ppat
_.

after me.
:.,;,, - ..

"MEASURE BIG THINGS V AVIETRE STICK."

;

, ---- * PAUSE *
/

Sentence23b. says,
"Write,the'leter m for the wor metre."

77.777m.m7777.70

4st.entirSt, them,repeat after -me.
"WRITE THE, LETTER m FOR THE WORD- metr

PAUSf.

PAUSE *

In ,Edcture 24., mother is checking e width of her ohild:s shoulders so the shirt will
'fit.. Sentence 24a. says, - 0

"Measure small things with a centimetre ruler."
4-

PAUSE

First listen, theft repeat after me,
"MEASURE SMALL THINGS WITH A CENTIMETRE RULER."

'* PAUSE
.. _ .

. 1

.Senten6e 24b. says, - .

"'Write the letters cm for'the. word centimetre."

7

PAUSE _
--continued--

I

THE 'CENT-Elk FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -
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47."

0

-- continued --
0

List'en,fist,then repeat 'after me.
"WRITS THE LETTERS cm FOR THE WORD centimetre."

a

o

o

* PAUSE *

00

(,)
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1.4EVELI I Section C. Review of Linear and Weight STUDENT C+K)RKBOoK

Measurement . Audio Tape

z, , .

Part 2. Reviewing Measurement of Weight,

li

".4i.
, .0.': \
k,

.
.

Turn to page 26 of the STUDENT WORKBOOk.
0

a

PAUSE
6 .

..
1 .. .

. .

In picture 25., a person being inducted into the army is being weighed by a sergeant.

There ar three' sentences. next to the picture. Sentence 25d says,

"Measure the weight of heavy things in *kilograms." .

cr,

PAUSE

First listen, then repeat".after me.
"MEASURE THE WEIGHT OF HEAVY THINGS IN KILOGRAMS.

* .PAUSE *.

Sentence 25b. says, .

"Use a, kilogram scale to.measure hdavy things.,"
. .

'PAUSE

listen first, tAn repeat after me.
- ."USE AKILOGRAM SCALE TO MEASURE HEAVY THINGS."

J * * PAUSE *
4 ,

Sentence 25c. says,
"Write the letters kg for the word kilogram."

4 °
PAUSE

. , .

listen ,first, then repeat 'after me.

"WRITE THE LETTERS kc FOR-THE WORD kilogram."

. `1-

* PAUSE *

In picture 26., a small-package is being wcighed.for mailing
are three sentences next. tS the picture. Sentence 26a: says,

"Measure the weight of, light things-in grams." °

I-AUSE

First listen, then repeat after me.
'"MEASURE THE WEIGHT OF LIGHT THINGS IN GRAMS."

* PAUSE *

--continued--

\

at the post office. \There

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL ,EDUCATION 22
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Sentence 26b. says,e.
"Use a. gram 'scale to Measure light things."

--continued--

PAUSE

First listen".then repeat after me
"USE A GRAM SCALE TO MEASURE LIGHT THINGS."

* PAUSE 1;
.

,
. . _.........n.!......A._____________,..

C

Sentence 26c.. says, - -,,

_.... __ _____-_--
------:"Wfite -the....letier 2 for the 6 wOrd graml.," , 4 .

117" 1

fl

0

Listen first, then repeat after me.
"WRITE THE LETTER 2 FOR THE SWORD gram."

s%

5

O

PAUS

PAOSE

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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LEVEL I Section C. Review of ,Linear and Wqighlt
Measurement0

Part 3. Linear and Weight Measurement
Tools

oni

STUDENT WORKBOOK.
Audio Tape

0

'Turn to page 27 of the STUDENT'WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

Look across the page at the first group of pictures, which is called Row 1. Which of these
objects--the stove, the screw, or the cake pah--would you measure wIth a metre stick?

-- 'Please turn the tape recorder off while you circle the correct picture its Row 1. Then
turn the tape,r-e-C-araer on again. -

PAUSE

o

'Did you circle the picture of the stove? You would measure the stove with a metre 4stick..
The screw and he cake pan are too small ta'measure with a metre stick.

' PAUSE

Look at Row 2. with picturesof a child'if
things would you measure'witlila bathroom
you circle the correct picture in Row 2.

f.

a bole_of candy-, a small package. Whichof these
scale? ,Ielease.turn the tape recorderooff while
,Then turn the tape recorder on again. %

:
.

PAUSE

You would weigh a child with a bathroom scale. So, it would be correct to Circle the
picture of a child. Both the box of candy.and the package are too small for.you to
measure with a'.bathroom scales.

PAUSE
. .

Look at Row 3.---the man, the sack of potatoes, and the pork-chops. Which of these would
you measure with a gram scale? Pleamk turn the .tapp recofaer_6ff while you circle the
correct picturein Row 3; Then turn the tape recorder on again. ,.

PAUSE
;,

Or

Did you arrcle the pictute of the pork chops? You probably did because you would weigh
pork chops with a gram scale. A man and a sack of potatoes are too heavy for -you to weigh
with a gram scale.

Look at RowT. This
Which of these would
while'you circle the

PAUSE

last group of pictures shows a window, a picture frame,..and a mattress.
you measure with a centimetre ruler? Please turn the tape recorder off
correct picture, in Row 4. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

% -

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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p.

0 --continudd--

You would measure a picture frame with a centimetre ruler. So, it would be correct to
circle the drawing of the picture frame.. Thewindow and the mattress are too large, to
measure with a centiffigtrenrer.

PAUSE

O

14.

1

O

u.

e

.CCTHE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 72145
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lEVEL I Section C. 'Rev).

Measu

Part 4: Practicin
Weight Mea

near and Weight

f Linegoc and
t Tasks

Turn to page 28 of theSTUDENT WORKBOOK;

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape ,

sl

PAUSE

Look at the eight.pictuxes on .page28. On side 4f the age_, there are pictures of a
cake pan; a steak,, a bag of dog food, and a so:a. On the r side there are pictures

ti

: of a sack of flour, a window, a letter, arid a sock being kni

ti PAUSE

\ . .

In the middle of the page are the measurement words -- metre, centimetre, kilogram, gram.
- , , .,

. . . : : .

PAUSE \
' \ \

. .

. .

. \ ,

Draw a line froM eciai, picture to the word which tells how you would measure it. Please
turn the tape recordez off wIAle you draw the lines. Then turn thp tape recOrder,on again.

s' 1

PAUSr.

Did you draw a line from the cake pan to the word centimetre?

.from the steak tc,. the word,:gram?
0

PAUSE o

PAUSE

from the Lag of dog food to the word kilogram?

PAUSE

Did you draw a line from the sofa to the word metre?

from -the sack of flour to the word kilogram?
.

- frOm the window to the word metre?

PAUSE

PAUSE

--continued--

o'S

,
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A

Did you draw A line from the letterto the word gram?

PAUSE

'And frdM the'sdak being knit to the word centimetre?

r

!.

h -

PAUSE

4

4

."0

c.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL DUCATION 3-- 27
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LEVEL I Section C. Review of Linear and Weight
"Measurement

r

Bait 5. PraCticing the Usb of Linear
and Weight Terms and Symbols

U

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape_

'Turn to page 29 othe STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

of

\
'Look at the words on the right side of the pLge--gram, centimetre, kilogram, metre.

PAUSE

Look at the.letters for these words on the left side of 'the page--cm, m,

PAUSE

Draw a line,from the letter to the measurement word each letter stands for. Turn -the
. -

tape recorder off while you cfraw the lines. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

Did you. raw a-iine from the letters cm' to the word centimetre?

PAUSE

did you draw a line froWthe letter 2 to the word gram?

\ PAUSE

did you draw a line from the letter m to the word metre?

PAUSE

.

did you draw a line from the letters k2 to the word kilogram?

PAUSE,

, This is the end of this tape. Now, please turn this tape recorder off._
% . A

0 A

IF
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I.EVEI: I Section D. Measurement of Capacity

Part 1. Introducing' "itre

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape

Turn to 'page 31 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK. ,

PAUSE ti

Here's something you've read before. In picture 27., you see a metre stick and a centimetre

ruler. Both the metre stick and the centimetre ruler are used to measure the4height, width,

or length of things. For instance, you would measure the window with a metre stick. You

would measure the book with a centimetre ruler.

PAUSE

.There are two'bentences next to picture 27. Sentence 27a. says,

"A metre stick is used to measure large,things.",

PAUSE

Sentence 27b. says,
"Use a centimetre ruler to measure smalil things."'

PAUSE

Firgt listen, then repeat after
"A METRE STICK IS USED TO MEASURE LARGE THINGS."

* PAUSE *

"USE A CENTIMETRE RULER TO MEASURE SMALL THINGS."

a 6

PAUSE *

4

In picture 2°81 you see a kilogram scale and a gram scale. Both the kilogram scale and the
gram scale are used to measure the weight, orAhe mass, of, something. For instance, you
would measure the weight of the large sack of potatoes with the kilogram scale. You would
measure the weight o.. the small package with the gram scale.

PAUSE

There are two sentences next to picture 28. Sentehce 28a. says,
"A kilogram scale is used to weigh heavy things.",

Sentence 28b. says,'
"Use a gram scale to weigh light things."

PAUSE

-7-coAtinued--

V
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,

--continued--

Listen first, then repeat after me.
"A KILOGRAM SCALE'ISUSED TO WEIGH HEAVY THINGS."

A * PAUSE *

"USE A GRAM SCALE TO WEIGH LIGHT THINGS."

* PAUSE *

Turn to page 32 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

In picture 29.,you see a baker using\a litre. cup to measure the amount of sugar he needs

for his recipe. When you buy sugar you will'buy it in kilograms; when you use sugar kn

cooking you will use it in litres or 13arts of litres. ,Listen first, then say the word

"LEE'ilER" after me--"LEE'TEW:

* PAUSE *

The sentence Under picture 29. says,
"Use a litre Cup to measur.e sugar

:x
Listen first, then repeat after me.

"USE A LITRE cup TO MEASURE SUGAR.

Turn to page 33 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK

PAUSE

\

PAUSE *

AUSE
.

Picture 30. shows 4 woman getting a lit e Oflmilk out of the refrigerator so she can feed

her baby.
,

I
-

, PAUSE A

-,.

.

Sentence 30. says,
\

"Use a litre to measure large amou s of .iquid."
;

P USE
.

-continued--
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--continued--

Listen first, then repeat after me.
"USE A LITRE TO MEASURE LARGE AMOUNTS OF LIQUID."

*-PAUSE *
,

In picture 31., a woman is buying paint. Paint usually will be bought in one Litre cans
or TOur litre cans.

Sentence-31. says,
"Large amounts of liquid are measured in litres."

PAUSE'

First listen', then repeat after me.
"LARGE AMOUNTS' OF LIQUID ARE MEASURED IN LITRES."

**PAUSE*

Play this tape over as often as you need to before going on in`the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

s.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -- 27 --31
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Section D. Measurement of Capacity . STUDENT WORKBOOK
:,Audio Tape

,
Part 2. Introdbcing Millilitre

Using Metric Measuring Spoons

'Tlfrn to page 34 6' the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE
4e

In picture 32., a woman is finding she Should have measured the red pepper, in the chili she

cooked for supper.

Sentence 32. next to the picture says,
"This is too much red-pepper."

Listen.first, then repeat after me.
"THIS IS TOO.MUCH RED PEPPER."

O

PA,USE

- PAUSE

* PAUSE *

In picture 33., a woman is measuring red pepper for the 'Chili with a two millilitre spoon.

Listen first, then say the word "MIL-LI-LEE-TER" after me--"MIL-:LI-LEE-TER."
0

* PAUSE *

Sentence 33.,says,
"Use a two millilitre spoon to measure small amounts."

PAUSE

,Listen first, then repeat after me.
"USE A TWO MILLILITRE SPOON TO MEASURE SMALL AMOUNTS."

* PAUSE 'w

Turn .to'page 35 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE ''

,

In picture 34., a man is giving his daughter some medicine the doctor prescribed for her.
. .

.

PAUSE-.

' Sentence 34. says,
You can also use a 5 millilitre spoon to measure small amounts."

PAUSE

, THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -..28--



t, % --continued--
`First listen, then repeat after -me.

"YOU CAN ALSO USE A 5 MILLILITRE SPOON To MEASURE SMALL AMOUNTS."

ID

4.

* PAUSE *

I

C

o.

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL WC/CATION
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LEVEL Section D. Measuremen of Capacity

Part Review of Litre and Millilitre
v-\ Introducing the Symbols.1 and mY

4

0

dc

STUDENT KRKDDak°,'
Audio Tape

Turn to page 36 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

.

_ .

Ii picture 35.; the baker is measuring the'amount of sugar he n eds for his cake.recipe.
,He is using a litre cup for the sugar.

PAUSE

There are two sentences next to the picture. Sentence 35a.- says,
"Use a, litre cup to measure large amounts. 4

tv
PAUSE

Sentence 35b,-says, 1. ,

-"Write the letter 1 for thewotd litre:"

PAUSE

'Listen first, then repeat after me.
"USE-A LITRE CUP TO MEASURE LARGE AMOUNTS."

,.,

* PAUSE *,

"WRITE THE LETTER 1 FOR THE WORD litre."

* PAUSE A-1'

In picture 36., the baker is taking his coffee break. He'is measuring the amount, of sugar
he wants in his coffee. He is -using a-millilitre spoon for the sugar.

PAUSE

There are two sentences next to.picture 36. Sentence 36a. says,,
"Use a,millilitre spoon to measure small amounts."

PAUSE

Listen thenirepeat after me.
'!OSE A MILLILITRE SPOON TO MEASURE SMALL AMOUNTS."

4.,

;NA

* PAUSE*

--continued-=
**.

:

t
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Vlo

°Sentence 36b. s.vs,
"Write the letters ml for. the word, millilitre."

PAUSE

First listen: then repeat aftei'me.
"WRITE THE LETTERS ml FOR THE WORD millilitre."'

'PAUSE'*.

1

,Stop now 4'pr some experiences in measuring,with the litre cup and the millilitre spoons:
. Your instructor will' explain what you are to do:

PAUSE

this is the enti of this tape. Now, please turn this tape recorder off.'

0

0

0

0

.

C.

I



LEVEL I Section E. Measurement .of Tempet\etture

Part 1. Introducing Cold .Temperature

. a Celsius Thermometer

STUDENT WDRKBOOi -

Audio Tape.

Turn to page 43 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

A Celsius thermometer is used to measure temperaturethe temperature oV'People, of rooms,.

--of ovens, of the a1/41tdoors. In picture 37., a mother is the-:king the outside temperatUre

before sending her child off to school.
r

PAUSE

- The:sentence next to. the picture says-,
"A Celsius thermometer measures now cold it is."

Say the word "CEL-$I--;US" with me--"CEL-SI-US."

* PAUSE *

Listen first, then repeat after me.
"A CELSIUS THERMOMETER MEASURES HOW COLD IT IS."

* ,PAUSE *

Picture 38. shows the opposite kind of weather--,-a hot, steamy, summer day.

'PAUSE

The sentence next to the picture -says,
"Use a Celsius thermometer to measure ho0 hot it is."

PAUSE

asten first,'then repeat after me.
"USE A CELSIUS THERMOMETERITO MEASURE HOW HOT IT I

4

* PAUSE *

6

I

C114E CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -
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LEVEL I Secticn E.

Padt-2.

1

Measuremeht of Temperature

Introducing Hot
!
Temperature

Usinga Celsius Thermometer

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape ,

TurnZto_page-44 Of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

In picture 39.,
know the girl' -s

PAgpE

a father is taking his*Uaughter's temperature. 'The
body temperature when he calls the doctor.

PAUSE

The sentence next to the picture says,
"A Celsius thermometer tells you if someone has a fever."

PAUSE

First listen, then repeat after me.
. "A CELSIUS TH%RtiOMETER TELLS YOU IF SOMEONE HAS A FEVER."

* PAUSE *

fathermill need to

01-

t

In picture 40., a woman is cheakinghe temperature of her
.

oven with a thermometer after
..-"thecake she made didiPt rise._

PAUSE

The sentence ,next to the picture says,

"A Celsius thermometer tells you if the clien is heating properly."

-

First listen, then repeat after me.
"A CELSIUS, THERMOMETER TELLS YOU IF THE OVE

. .

PAUSEr

Turn to page 45 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

'TS HEATING PROPERLY."

PAUSE *

PAUSE

In picture 41., a man is checking his room thermometer. Hejust got a big bill
and he-thinks he may turn down his-thermostat.- Sentence 41a. says,

"Use a Celsius thermometer to measure how hot or cold it is.":

Sentence 41b. says,

"Write the letter C for the word Celsius.'"

O

THE CENTERFOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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qr.

--continued--

Seriience 41c. says,

"A thermoineter,measures in degrees how hot or cold something_is "
_

PAUSE

Li.sten first, then repeat after me. -

"USE A CELSIUS THERMOMETER TO MEASURE HOW HOT OR COLD IT IS."

* PAUSE *

.'4Rzyt THE LETTER -C OR THE WORD Celsius."

PAUSE *

"A THERMOMETER MEASURES IN DEGREESHOW HOT OR COLD SOMETHING IS."

* PAUSE *
\.

Play this tape over as often as you need to before going on in the. STUDENT WORKBOOK.

r 1 PAUSE

1

't

.-

( :)
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Section E. ,Measurement of Temperature SIWINT%0M413001(
- Audio Tape

-Part 3.I. ilviewing Measurement of Temperature

Introducing Degree Celsius Symbo l

Turn to page 46-0f7the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE
4,

' In picture 42., you see again, the man checking his child's temperature.

PAUSE
,

t_ t

The sentence says, , .

.._

- "We 'use a Celsius thermometer to check someone's temperature.
. .

PAUSE

Listen first, then rep at after me.
, 7"WE USE A CELSIUS THERMOMETER TO CHECK SOMEONE'S TEMPERATURE."

,'t :
Picture 43. shows a ld winter day.

J
Sentende 43a. says, .

"Measure how ho or cold the weathcr is with a Celsius thermometer." .0

* PAUSE **

There are three Sentence's next

PAUSE

O

to the picture.
-

PAUSE

:First listen, then repeat after me.
"MEASURE7110 T OR COLD THE WEATHER IS WITH°A CELSIUS THOMOMETER."

* PAUSE * -

, - * .1

. Sentence 43b,'says/,

"Measure temperature in degrees Celtius.".
..

PAUSE

'2LiSten first, then repeat after me.
"MEASURE TEMPERATURE Ip DEGREES CELSIUS."

* PAUSE *

--confinued-

THE CEINTEICFOA VOCATIOAFAL EDUCATION
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--continued--

Seriteride 43c. says, . ,

-
"Write the small circle

0 -and the letter C' (°C) for degree Celsius.

PAUSE

First listen,othen repeat after me.
"WRITE THE.SMALL C.RCLE ° AND THE, LETTER C (°C) FOR degree Celsius."

,* PAUSE *

4

Z.:

You will no0 use the Celsiussthermpmeter. youf instructor will explain what you are 'to
do. . I.

PAUSE '4 a

This is the end of this tape., Now,e ease turn tHis tape recorder o

CTH, CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION -16-- 40
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LEVEL I Section F. Final Review S. i;. STUMM" WORKBOOK

Audio Ta
Part 1. Reviewing*Lin r, 'Weight,' Capacity,

and Temperature Measures."

Turn topage 47 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

Here's something you've read before. In picture 44., you see a metrestick and,a centimetre
ruler. Both the metre stick and centimetre ruler are used to measure7t60,h4glAt, width, or ',jength of object's. For instance, you would measure the 'window with the metre stick. ,Y8u

',would measure the book with, the centimetre ruler-

PAUSE

There are two sentences next to picture 44. Sentence 44a.s.a5/,
"A metre-stick is used'to_measure large things:t'.

Sentence 44b. says,
' "A*Centimetre ruler is used to measure small things." ,

First lis d, then repeat after me.
"A' METRE STICK IS USED TO MEASURE LARGE THINGS."

PAUSE
r

* PAUSE *

"A CENTIMETRE RULER IS USED TO MEASURESMALL THINGS:"

* PAUSE *

In pictUre 45., you see a kilogram scale and a gram scale. Both the kilogram scale aidthe gram scale are used to measure the weight, or the mass, of something. For instarice,.'you would measure the night of the large sack of potatoes with the kilogram scale. /Youwould measure the weight of the small package with the gram scille.

PAUSE

There are two sentences next to picture 45. Sentence 45a. says,
"A kitogram scale is used to weigh heavy things."

Senteilce,45b. says,

"Use a gram scale to weigh light things."

4.

PAUSE

--continued
_

,
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--continued-- :

Listen first, then repeat after me. .

"A'KILOGRAM.SCALE IS USED TO WEIGH HEAVY THINGS."

* PAUSE *

"USE A GRAM SCALE TO WEIGH LIGHT THINGS/

Turn to page 48 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

* 'PAUSE *

PAUSE
e.

I n picture 46., you see a litre cup and a set of millilitre spoons. Both the litre cup and
the millilitre spoons are used to measure the amount something holds or the amount of some -
thing, being used. For instance, cans' of paint would come in cne litre and four litre sizes.
The amount of vaKiLta in a cake or the amount of sugar in coffee would be measured in milli-
litres.

PAUSE.

There ate two sentences next to picture 46. Sentence 46a. says,
:"A litre cup is usedto measure large amounts."

Sentence 46b. says,
"Use millilitre spoons to measure smail`amounts.

PAUSE

Listen first, then repeat after me.
"A LITRE CUP YS USED TO MEASURE LARGE AMOUNTS."'

* PAUSE

"USE MILLILITRE SPOONS TO MEASURE SMALL AMOUNTS."

In picture 47., you see a picture of a man checking his room thermometer. He just got a
big bill, for gas and he thinks he should turn down his thermostat. The sentence next to

/ ,° the picture says,
"Use a Celsius thermometer t o measure how hot or cold it is."

.0, PAUSE

r- -- continued --
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--continued--

Listen first, then repeat after me4
"USE A CELSIUS THERMOMETER TO-MEASURE HOW HOT OR COLD:IT IS."

4

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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LEVEL I, Section F. Final Review

Part' 2. RevieWing Litre, Millilitre,
and Celsius Thermometer

STUDENT WCRKBOOK
Audio Tape

Turn to page 49 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

Look from left to right across the page at the top group of pictures, which is called Row 1 --
the water 'coming froM the tap; a warm sunny day, a small bottle of medicine. .Which of these
would you measure with a litre, cup? ,Turn the tape recorder off while you circle the correct
picture. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

PAUSE

You,.would measure large amounts of liquids with
circle the picture of the water coming from the
sunny day with a litre cup and the litre cup is
measure the medicine in the bottle.

a litre cup. ,So, it would be correct to
tap. You could not have measured the Warm
too large for you to be able to carefully

° PAUSE

Look at the group of pictures in Row 2 --a can of red pepper, a pail of water, a box of
detergent or soap. *Which would you measure with a one millilitre, spoon? Turn the tape

recorder off while you circle the correct picture. Then turn the tape recorder on again.
ri

'

"04.
PAUSE

When you use red pepper you use only a small amount. So, you would:Measure the ral pepper

with a millilitre spoon. Did you circle the piCture of a can of red pepper? Both the pail

of water and the box of soap are too large for you to measure with a one millilitre spoon.

PAUSE

Look the group of pictures in Row 3 --a can of paint, the freezer of a .refrigerator, a

child's foot. Which of these would you measure with a Celsius thermometer? Turn the

tape recorder off while you circle the best picture'. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

PAUSE,

A Celsius thermometer -s used to measure how'hot or cold something is. You would use a
Celsius thermometer to find out if the freezer.of your refrigerator is cold enough. rid

. you circle the picture of the freezer? You would seldom want to know how hot or cold a

child's foot or a ca of paint are so you would not use a Celsius thermometer to measure

either of the'se.

PAUSE

THECENTERFORVOCATIONALEDUCATION --40--
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LEVEL I Section F. Final Review STUDENTIWORKBOOK
Audio Tape

Part 3. Matching Measurement ,Tool'S
to Measurement Words

Turn trpage 50 of the s NT WORKBOOK.

'PAUBE

Look, t the eight pictures on the page. nn the left side there are.pictures of a cold day,
a boksof salt, a sick child, and a carton of milk, On the right side there are pictures of
a box of corn flakes, cans of motor oil, a bottle of medicine, and a chocolate bar..

PAUSE

In the center of the page are the measurement words -- Celsius thermometer, 5 millilitre
spoon, litre measure, And grams.

PAUSE

Draw a line from each pictgre to the word which tells how it could best be measured. Turn
the'tape recorder off while you draw the lines. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

o

PAUSE.

'bid yoU draw aline from the picture of the cold day to the words.Celsius thermometer?

PAUSE

from the box of salt to the words 5 millilitre spoon?

PAUSE

from the sick child to the words Celsius thermometer?

PAUSE

Did you draw a line from the carton of milk to the words litre measure?
a

PAUSE

from the box of corn flakes to the word gramq:J.,_

PAUSD,.

from the cans of motor oil to the words litre measure?

PAUSE

--continued--
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-- continued --

Did you draw lines from-the bottle of medicine to the words 5 millilitre spoon?

d
PA USE

And from the chocolate bar to the word grams

PAUSE

xy

malS
THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION --42-- 4 6
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LEVEL I Section F. Final Review

Part 4. Matching Measurement
Words and Symbols

STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape

Turn to page 51, of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

0
PAUSE

Look at the words on the left side of the page--millilitre, litre, kilogram, degree Celsius,and gram..
-

PAUSE

Look at the letter or letters on the tight side of the page that-stand15pr the.measure7
ment words--°C, j, ml, g, 'and 1.

PAUSE

Draw a line from the measurement word to the letter or letters that stand for that word.
Turn the tape recorder off while you draw the lines. Then turn the tape recorder on.again.

PAUSE

Dick you draw a line from the word millilitre to the letters-mi?

PAUSE

from the word litre to the letter 1?

PAUSE

from the word kilogram to the letters LE?

PAUSE

Did you draw a line from the words degree Celsius to the °C?

PAUSE

from the word gram to the letter g?

PAUSE

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION --43--
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LEVEr.;:I Section F. Final lievieta
Part 5. , Matching Meaitirerilent

Tools and Tasks"

STUDFAT WORKBOOK
Audio' Tape

4

Turn to page 52 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.

. PAUSE
)

. .
.

Look from left to right across the page at the first group -of pictures, which is called
Row 1. Which of these thingS--vbar of soap, the box of baking soda, or the milk would
you measure with a millilitre spoon? Turn the tape recorder off while you circle the

correct picture. Then turn the tape recorder on again.
-. .

PAUSE
- .

- .

Did you circle the picture of the box of baking soda? You probably did because you would
measure the amount of baking soda you would need-with a millilitre spoon. You would_need

too much milk to measure with a millilitre spoon and a bar of soap is too hard to measure
with a millilitre spoon..

PAUSE

',Look at the group of pictures in Row 2 --the living room, the baby, and the hot dog.
Which of these things would you measure with a kilogram scale? Turn the tape, recorder off
while-you circle the correct picture. Then turn-the tape recorder on again.

. ,

PAUSE

You would weigh a baby with a kilogram scale. So, it would' be correct tb circle the

drawing of the4laby. The hot dog is too small to be weighed with a,kilogram scale. You
would not weigh a living room.

PAUSE

Look at the things.in the group of pictures called Row 3 --the suit sleeve, the milk shake,
and the apple. Which of these would you measure with a centimetre ruler? Turn the tape
recorder, off while you circle the correct picture. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

PAUSE

A suit sleeve would be measured with a centimetre ruler. Did you circle the picture of the
suit sleeve? You would not usually measure either a milk shake or an apple with a centi-
metre ruler.

PAUSE

--continued--
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, Look at the last'grclp.
hot day, and a-sack of
TUrn' the tape recorder
corder on again.

--continuea--
.

. .

of pictures on this page, called
sugar. WhiChof these would. you
off while you circle the correct

PAUSE

Row 4 --the six pack of beer, a
measure with a Celsius thermometer?
picture. Then turn thp ,tape re-

0

Did you circle the picture of the hot day? You probably did because a Celsius thermometer
is used to measure how hot or cold it is. You would not use a Celsius thermometer to

. measure a six pack of beer or a sack of Sugar.

PAUSE

.0

,c.

0
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umn, Section.F. Final Review . STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Sipe

, Part 6. ' Matching Measurement"
Tools and Tasks

Turnto page 53 of the STUDENT WORKBOOK.'

PAUSE.

Look across the page from left to right at the first .group of pictures, which is called Row
1 --the truck bed, the package, and the box of corn flakes. Which of these would you
measure with a metre stick? ,Turn the tape recorder off while you circle the correct picture
Then, turn the tape recorder on again.

° PAUSE

Did you circle the picture of the truck bed? You probably did because you use metre stick.
to measure large things and a truck bed is large. The package and the box of -orn flakes
are both too small to measure with a metre stick.

PAUSE

',

Look at thegroup of pictures in Row 2.--the apple, the.pork, chops, and the sack of flour.
Which,of these would you measure with a litre cup? Turn the tape recorder of while you
'Circlethe correct picture. Then turn the tape recorder on again. 0

PAUSE

o
You would use a litre cup to measure the amount of flour you. need when you cook. So, it
would be correct to circle the sack of flour. You would not measure the pork chops or the
apple with a litre.cup-.%

PAUSE

aok at the group of pictures in Row 3--the bottle of medicine, the man, and the potato
chips. Which of these would You measure wiCh a kilog,--am scale? Turn the tape recorder
off while you circle the dbrrect answer. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

. PAUSE
r1"

Did you circle the picture of the man? -You probably did 1:,c_use a kilogram scale is used-
to measure heavy things. The potato chips and the bottom, of medicine are not heavy so
you would not use a.kilogram scale to measure theM.

PAUSg

--continued--
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--:continued7
o

Look at e last group of pictures,' called Row 4 --the' egg, the oven of a stove, and.the
hat.. Whi of these, would you measure with a Celsius thermometer? Turn the tape

,

recorder of, while you circle the correct picture. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

PAUSE

A Celsius thermo eter is used to measure how hot or cold something is.. You would. use a

Celsius thermomet to find out how hot the oven is so you .would have circled the picture
of the oven. The s zes of an egg and of a hat are not measured with a Celsius thermometer,

PAUSE

4
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LEVEL I Section F. Final Review

Pal.'t 7. Matching Meastirement Words
and Tasks .

4

. STUDENT WORKBOOK
Audio Tape

Turn to page.54 of the STUDENT' WORKBOOK.

PAUSE

Look'at the eight pictures on the page, On the left sidqsare pictures of a child's dress,
a man, salt and pepper.shakers, and a cold day. On the right side are pictures of a book,
a box'of baking 'soda,' a sick child, and a cake pan.

PAUSE

- .
In the center of the page arefour measurement words--millilitres, centimetres, degree
Celsius, and kilogram scale.

PAUSE

Draw a line from each picture to the word which tells how it can best be measured. Turn
the tape recorder off while you draw the lines. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

PAUSE

Did you draw a line from tse picture of the child's dress to the qora centimetres?.
II\

PAUSE

from the man to the words kilogram scale?

PAUSE

from,the salt, ana pepper shakers to the word millilitres?,

PAUSE

Did you draw a line from the cold dkr to-the words degree Celsius?

from the book to the word centimetres?

PAUSE

PAUSE

and from ttie box of baking soda to the word-millilitres?-

PAUSE

,r
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--continued-7

,aid you draw a line from, the sicktschild to the words degree Celsius?

PAUSE.

and fiom the-cake pan to the word centimetres?

PAUSE

If you did thenciou were correct every time.

PAUSE

0
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LEVEL I

.1

- '
Section F; Final 'ReView`

Part 8. ,Matching Measurement
Words and Symbols

a

STUDENT V,ORKI303K

Audio Tar)

a

. \

.

PAUSE .
.

.

\

,

Look

.

at the words on the
.

let, side of the pagegram, metre, centimetre, degretN Colsips, e,

kilegram, millilitre, land litre.

riitO page 55 of the STUDENT WoRKBOOK.,

, PAUSE
.

\
. Look at the letters for the measurement words on the right, side of the page - -ml, am, °C,

\ 7and m.

PAUSE .

Draw a. linefrom tbe.measurement word to the letter or letters that stand for ';that word.
Tu'rn the tape recorder off while you draw the lilies. Then turn the tape recorder on again.

PAUSE

Did you draw a line ,from the word gram to-the letter a?

'ft
. PAUSE

from the ord metre to the letter m?
0

PAUSE

from the word centimetre to the letters cm? .

PAUSE

.1Did you draw 'a line from the words degree CelsAls to the °C?

PAUSE

from heword kilogram to the letters iv

PAUSE

from the word millilitre to the letters ml?

PAUSE

an&from the word litre to the letter 1?

- PAUSE

1

0

.
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--continued--

You will nowpeasure several things. Your instructor will explain what you are
This i..the end of the tape recording. Now, please turn the tape recorder off.. ,

E N D

to'

to \do.,
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